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Waste management is a complex research domain. While the domain is challenging in terms 
of content, it is also a diverse and cross-disciplinary research subject. One of its important 
components includes efficient decision-making at various levels and stages. Therefore, Multi-
criteria decision-making (MCDM) techniques have found decent applications in this domain. 
The field of MCDM techniques-based waste management has been examined using bibliometric 
analysis in this paper in order to report a systematic overview of the trends and advancements in 
this area of study. The Scopus database provided 216 publications on the aforementioned subject 
written between 1992 and 2022. The 216 articles include 56 countries, 158 institutions, and 
160 authors. Furthermore, Asian countries, including India, Iran, and China, dominate this field 
of study. The geographical disparity in the output of publications is visible. Journal of cleaner 
production, Waste Management and Waste Management and Research are the major journals 
publishing on MCDM techniques-based waste management research. Given that majority of the 
articles include multiple authors, it can be said that there is a lot of collaborative research in this 
area. Overall, the current study provides a thorough analysis of the development in the domain 
of waste management using MCDM techniques. The trend suggests that it will continue to be a 
focus of research for academicians, environmentalists and policymakers in the future.

1. Introduction

Sustainability and waste management are fundamental to ensuring a harmonious future for our planet. As global populations rise 
and urbanization intensifies, the sheer volume of waste we produce presents significant challenges to our ecosystems and natural 
resources [1]. Proper waste management is not just about disposing of materials but also about reducing consumption, reusing, and 
recycling, all of which contribute to a circular economy. Emphasizing sustainability means we acknowledge the finite nature of our 
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resources and strive to minimize our environmental footprint [2]. By prioritizing these principles, we safeguard our environment, 
ensure resource availability for future generations, and cultivate a healthier, more equitable world [3].

The ever-increasing volume of waste produced has been one of the primary concerns for any society as it also causes environmental 
contamination. The increase in urban population and industrial and economic growth are the main factors behind it [4]. As a result, 
achieving the development goals of a state and creating a more sustainable society depends heavily on effective waste management 
procedures [5,6].

If we focus only on Municipal Solid Waste (MSW), 2.9 billion urban residents produced 0.64 kg of MSW per person per day 
(0.68 billion tonnes per year) in the early 2000s. In 2017, 3 billion people produced 1.2 kg per person per day (1.3 billion tonnes 
per year) [7]. By 2025, it is anticipated that 4.3 billion people will live in cities, producing 2.2 billion tonnes of municipal solid 
trash daily (or 1.42 kg per person) [8]. Poor waste management can seriously harm the environment and people’s health, especially 
when it is poorly placed, i.e., close to densely inhabited regions, water supplies, and sewage systems. It increases greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions, worsening the effects of global warming. Moreover, the expenses associated with improper waste management are 
greater than the initial investment in suitable storage and disposal facilities [7]. Improperly handled waste has significant negative 
consequences on health, the local and global environment, and the economy. Effective waste management is greatly influenced 
by the categories of waste that the population produces. Socioeconomic status, the size of the household, and even the seasons 
have an impact on waste composition [9]. It is challenging to manage the treatment and disposal of garbage in a way that is both 
economically and environmentally viable since waste composition and quantity are dynamic. It is necessary to start with a precise 
definition of the challenge in order to successfully implement a decision-making process that results in functional and sustainable 
waste disposal methods [10]. A thorough examination of the population needs planned development directions, and implementing 
strategies is necessary for choosing the most efficient scenario and providing recommendations [11]. The health and well-being of the 
people would be impacted differently by various scenarios, which would also differ in terms of cost and usually had aims that were 
in conflict [12]. Furthermore, a scenario that works well to manage the waste at one location may be inappropriate or ineffective for 
another location, depending on the makeup of the waste produced [13,14]. Authorities need quick and efficient tools to model the 
most relevant choice alternatives that satisfy the pre-selected conditions for the area under consideration and then choose the best 
among them [15,16].

Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is a set of methodologies to provide solutions for complex problem decision-making 
processes. It offers solutions to issues involving a wide range of indicators and takes into account all relevant criteria linked to waste 
management issues [17]. These issues involve a number of management options that ought to be assessed simultaneously in light 
of several different choice criteria [18]. MCDM approaches have several advantages over other conventional decision-making tools. 
Many researchers have outlined the benefits and limitations of MCDM approaches [19]. In a nutshell, the main strength of MCDM 
procedures is their adaptability to the judgment of the decision-making team, which investigates the best choice by distributing 
performance weights and scores. They have the ability to compare alternatives to a variety of criteria that are measured using 
various (both quantitative and qualitative) modes [20]. Additionally, they can be used to determine the most preferred alternative, 
shortlist alternatives for further in-depth examination, rank many alternatives, or separate acceptable from undesirable possibilities. 
The performance matrix, where each row represents an option and each column describes the performance of the option against 
each criterion, is another crucial component of MCDM. The performance matrix can be used to compare the outcomes of different 
pair-wise candidates for each of the selected criteria before making a final decision [15]. There are a number of MCDM methods 
available in the literature. The analytical hierarchy process (AHP), ELECTRE, TOPSIS, PROMETHEE, and their variations are often 
employed in waste management challenges [9].

Waste management systems are complicated and require many decision-making processes at various levels. MCDM approaches 
can be used for various decision-making processes, including the selection of waste treatment, disposal, and recycling technologies, 
landfill location selection, Waste plant location selection, and waste treatment scenario selection [21]. Because MCDM techniques 
are simple to apply as group decision-making tools, a wide variety of experts (from various backgrounds) can be included in the 
decision-making process. Another benefit of MCDM is that it can handle ambiguity and uncertainty in expert opinions and real-world 
parameter variations [22], making it ideal for decision-making.

Though there are a few reviews are there, we are not aware of any reviews that illustrate the overall evolution of the state-of-
the-art in recent decades or that describe the present publication landscape of waste management research using MCDM approaches, 
despite the availability of scientific publications and reviews. To fill this knowledge gap, we conduct a bibliometric analysis of articles 
detailing MCDM techniques for waste management published between 1992 and 2022. Research trends, emerging topics, and novel 
dynamics across research areas, nations, and researchers can be discovered with the aid of bibliometric analysis [23]. The primary 
research questions we are aimed at answering includes – i) trend analysis of publications, ii) citation and co-citation analysis, iii) 
the top avenues (journals/conferences), countries/regions, and institutions, iv) top publishing and highly cited authors and their 
scientific collaborations, and v) most emerging keywords/research topics currently in considerations and prospective for future.

This article delves into Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) in waste management, encompassing a thorough analysis of influ-
ential articles, collaborative networks among authors, institutional partnerships, and emerging research trends. Notably, articles with 
over 100 citations highlight techniques like TOPSIS, ELECTRE, and PROMETHEE I/II, while co-citation analysis reveals authors with 
close research ties, including prolific collaborations by Kahraman and Karagiannidis. Institutional collaboration networks showcase 
the most active partnerships, with the Ferdowsi University of Mashhad’s Department of Civil Engineering leading. Keywords and 
co-occurrence patterns underscore prevailing research themes, with terms like “circular economy” and “pyrolysis” signifying future 
directions. The study’s comprehensive timeline of keyword occurrence underscores evolving research trends, spotlighting emerging 
2

areas like sustainable practices and waste disposal methods. The present analysis provides a more comprehensive picture of the 
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research landscape and, in addition to educating academics, it can motivate governments, financial organizations, and funding or-
ganizations to support innovative approaches to address unanswered research questions and assist in the filling of relevant research 
gaps. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discussed the review/survey works in the field of MCDM-based waste 
management. Section 3 describes the Research Methodology of the current work, including the data extraction approach and visual-
ization tool used. The overall bibliometric analysis of various indicators is presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the concluding 
remarks.

2. Background and related work

2.1. Multicriteria decision making (MCDM)

There are some significant numbers of reviews on waste management using MCDM approaches. Table 1 presents a summary of 
each review work on key points such as review article, no of articles reviewed, type of review, key findings, key recommendations, 
and waste domain. Very few review articles followed a systematic methodology and hence may miss several relevant works in this 
direction. The main focus of this study is to perform a bibliometric study on MCDM approaches applied to waste management. The 
bibliometric study is used for several reasons, such as to look for the intellectual structure of a domain, to explore emerging trends 
in the field, collaboration patterns, and others.

MCDM has been applied to several waste streams, such as plastic waste, municipal solid waste, wastewater, electrical and elec-
tronic equipment, construction and demolition waste, nuclear/radioactive waste, food waste, and others. Eight review studies have 
been considered in this section. Three are related to solid waste management, one is concerned with plastic waste management, one 
is related to food waste, one focuses on electrical and electronic equipment waste, and two are general waste management reviews.

Santos, Dias, Cunha, and Marques [24] present an overview of existing MCDM approaches for managing marine and terrestrial 
plastic waste. The study depicts a comprehensive list of alternatives and criteria applied in different studies, which can be served 
as a checklist when using MCDM for marine and terrestrial plastic waste management. In another study [25], a review of MCDM 
methods and tools is discussed to assess solid waste management systems, where it is found that the Analytic Hierarchy Process 
(AHP) followed by Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) and Outranking procedures and the Technique for Order of Preference by 
Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) are most popular methods.

In another study Torkayesh et al. [9] review MCDM and life cycle assessment (LCA) approaches that evaluate sustainability. The 
authors reviewed 113 papers in which a significant number of studies applied AHP to assign weight to the decision criteria and assess 
options for alternative waste management. They further highlighted that 47% of studies applied AHP, 13% TOPSIS, VIekriterijumsko 
KOmpromisno Rangiranje (VIKOR) method is applied by 7% of studies while 5% studies applied DEMATEL followed by some portions 
of studies applied by ELECTRE, BWM, Analytic Network Process (ANP) and others.

A review work [26] primarily focuses on Food waste (FW) management and analyses MCDM techniques in modeling and investi-
gating decision-making, such as the acquisition of suitable waste treatment sites or methods used in the circumstances with multiple 
stakeholders. While the focus of the review [27] is to analyze the most popular MCDM methods applied to the management of waste 
electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) and determine how they are improving the management strategies in the entire supply 
chain. For this purpose, 44 papers are identified through a methodological protocol.

A comprehensive literature review [16] on the application of MCDM in solid waste management was presented that ultimately 
offered a critical analysis of the current practices. In another review [28] in the same domain of solid waste management, the authors 
presented research on the application of MCDA in solving multiple solid waste management problems with more emphasis on the 
works that have included multiple stakeholders. The authors further classified the studies depending on the involvement of groups of 
stakeholders. A separate study [15] provides a list of practical applications of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) techniques, 
which are used in solving real-life waste management problems, and the criteria used in those applications depend on the nature 
of the problems. The review also highlights the advantages and disadvantages of applying MCDA techniques in waste management 
problems compared to other available options.

2.2. Bibliometric analysis

Bibliometric review has been widely used in the literature across disciplines of studies. A Scopus search with queries “bibliometric 
studies” or “bibliometric analysis” or “bibliometric review” on Aug 20, 2023, returns more than 21,977 articles. More interestingly, 
approximately 10000 articles on bibliometrics have been published in 2022 and 2023. However, a generic illustration that helps 
understand key terms and components of this study is vital and shall be in the interest of researchers and readers. To this end, Fig. 1
illustrates the different aspects of bibliometric analysis. In general, an article is published in a journal, where each article, in addition 
to the contents, has author(s) and references. References are articles that are cited and referred to in an article. If the references 
of two articles are mostly common, i.e., these articles have a similar tendency of citing articles, these two are called bibliographic 
coupling, as shown in the red line in the figure.
In the Fig. 1, citing articles and cited articles are shown separately; if two or more articles are cited by the same articles, these two 
are called co-cited references (or articles). This has shown in pink color. Similarly, if authors of two articles are cited by the same 
articles, these authors are termed as co-cited authors, as shown in green color. In the same way, if two journals in which articles are 
published are cited by the same journal, are referred to as co-cited sources. These are some of the primary units used for bibliometric 
3

analysis. The further explanations are provided in the respective sections.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the components of a Bibliometric study.

3. Research methodology

3.1. Data extraction

The recent growth in the bibliometric study has attracted researchers to explore further in the concerned area of research. These 
kinds of research are helpful, particularly in identifying suitable avenues to publish, potential researchers working in an area for 
possible collaboration, and future keywords promising to explore further. We have followed the bibliometric analysis approach as 
suggested in a pioneer work [29,30] and more recently in [31].

We searched different combinations of the keywords “waste management” AND “MCDM” OR “MCDM” on November 2022 in 
the SCOPUS online database to identify publications. As a result of the searches made, we have obtained 297 results. Further, we 
processed the available responses for duplicity and relevancy. To this end, we have excluded the articles for the ‘review’, ‘conference 
review’ and ‘notes’ categories. Moreover, manual screening is aimed at enhancing the quality of the manuscripts to be considered 
through reading the abstract and investigating the content to understand the theme of the articles to exclude irrelevant articles.

Hence, keeping the relevancy as a prime factor for consideration of the articles. In addition to the exclusion criteria as discussed, 
we have also not considered articles in any language other than English. Finally, we have included 216 results for experimentation. 
For the bibliometric review analysis, we have kept publications mentioning the word “waste management” AND “MCDM” OR 
“MCDM” in the title, abstract, or keywords. The search results were limited to journal articles as well as conference proceedings 
and book chapters but must have been written in English and the publication date is on or before November 2022.

Initially, the following components of the retrieved articles were used for the assessment. a) Organization b) Countries/Regions c) 
Number of publications per year. d) Avenue: Journals/Conference proceeding e) Total Citations f) Keywords Once this information 
is gathered and stored, author names with their affiliations, i.e., affiliated institutions and countries, are extracted.

3.2. Data visualization tool (VOSviewer)

For bibliometric studies, we have exploited VOSviewer [32,33]. It is a software application that allows one to create maps based 
on (research) network data and then enable visualizing and exploring maps. VOSviewer has been extensively used for bibliometric 
analysis in various domains, including business [34–36], computer science [37–39], agriculture [40–42], social science [43–46] and 
medicine [47–49]. These analyses were conducted using the default parameters. The font size of the words on the map represents the 
frequency with which the terms appear (Multiple appearances in the same publication are counted as one). If two words co-occurred 
more frequently in the evaluated articles, they are more closely related. The VOS clustering method was applied to cluster topics into 
different groups, where each cluster is marked with a different color [50,51]. The interpretation of the visualizations can be briefly 
5

summarized as follows: The frequency of occurrence is represented by the size of the circles and the font of the label represents, the 
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Fig. 2. Publications Trend analysis indicates an early increment followed by a zigzag curve which recently has seen a sharp increase in publications through time.

Table 2

Meta information about bibliometric analysis on “MCDM based 
waste management”.

MAIN INFORMATION ABOUT DATA

Timespan 1992-2022
Sources (Journals, Books, etc.) 125
Documents 218
Annual Growth Rate % 13.18
Document Average Age 5.44
Average citations per doc 48.76
References 10092
DOCUMENT CONTENTS
Keywords Plus (ID) 1582
Author’s Keywords (DE) 596
AUTHORS
Authors 677
Authors of single-authored docs 6
AUTHORS COLLABORATION
Single-authored docs 6
Co-Authors per Doc 3.59
International co-authorships % 24.77
DOCUMENT TYPES
article 187
book chapter 6
conference paper 23

colors represent clusters, and relatedness and similarity are indicated by the distance between two circles [52,53]. The x-axis and 
y-axis have no special meaning; the maps may be freely rotated and flipped [54–56].

3.3. Bibliometric indicators

While performing bibliometric analysis, many indicators have been used in the literature. Total article, Total citation, Total link 
strength, average citations per article (ACPA) and Hirsch index (H-index) are a few metrics frequently being used for bibliometric 
studies. For instance, H-index is widely recognized as a measure of the quality and quantity of research avenues and authors. 
Furthermore, ACPA is a well-accepted measure for identifying the research impact of a particular work, author or publication 
avenue, etc. We have considered all these indicators in this bibliometric study. Moreover, citation and co-citation are well-regarded 
for exploring the scientific impact and theme of the study under consideration. In addition to this, co-authorship and co-occurrence 
have also been explored to investigate scientific collaboration.

4. Findings and critical discussions

The total duration for which articles have been taken into consideration, including the sources from which the articles are sourced, 
the total number of authors contributing to the topic, and relevant meta-information, all of which are summarized in Table 2. In the 
subsequent subsections, we provide explicit visual representations through diagrams and tables, showcasing the current publication 
6

trends and discussing insightful aspects of various topics under consideration.
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Table 3

Top journals ordered according to the article count.

Journal Article Count 
(AC)

Total Citation 
(TC)

ACPA Coverage H-Index

Journal of Cleaner Production 16 996 62.25 1993-2021 232
Waste Management 15 1048 69.86667 1983-2021 182
Waste Management and Research 13 252 19.38462 1983-2021 86
Environmental Science and Pollution Research 9 58 6.444444 1994-2021 132
Resources Conservation and Recycling 8 383 47.875 1988-2022 150
Sustainability 8 109 13.625 2009-2021 109
Journal of Environmental Management 4 271 67.75 1973, 1975,

1977-2022
196

Journal of Intelligent and Fuzzy Systems 4 4 1 1993-2021 64
Environmental Earth Sciences 3 154 51.33333 2009-2021 130
Environmental Monitoring and Assessment 3 19 6.333333 1981-2021 122

4.1. Publication trend analysis (PTA)

Publication trend analysis (PTA) is aimed at analyzing patterns and changes in the volume and type of publications produced over 
time. This type of analysis can provide insights into the growth and development of a research field, as well as trends in research 
productivity, impact, and collaboration. It helps identify research hotspots and areas of growth, assess research productivity and 
impact, compare the performance of institutions, researchers, and countries, forecast future trends and identify emerging fields, etc.

Fig. 2 displays the trends of articles published between 1992 and 2022, including those related to MCDM-based waste manage-
ment. While MCDM-based waste management articles were first published in 1992, none were published between 1993 and 2002. 
The number of annual publications experienced sluggish growth from 2003 to 2009, averaging two articles per year. However, 
by 2015, the number had increased to four articles per year, and a significant turning point was reached in 2016 when over 15 
publications were released annually. Although there was no continuous distribution of publications thereafter, the data showed a 
noteworthy increase, particularly from 2016, with more than 77.31% of papers published after that year. Between 2016 and 2021, 
the number of articles published annually increased to 21. Notably, the number of publications in 2022 doubled, with an average of 
41 articles per year, indicating the growing influence of this field. The recent growth pattern suggests an increasing interest in waste 
management research by academia, and this attraction is expected further to boost research in this area in the near future.

4.2. Top avenues (journals/conferences), authors, institutions and countries/regions

4.2.1. Journal analysis

In accordance with their article counts, Table 3 presents information on the top 10 journals. The Journal of Cleaner Production is 
the leading journal in terms of total citation, H-Index, and article count. Waste Management comes in second in terms of publications, 
with “Waste Management and Research” ranking third. Environmental Science and Pollution Research Resources have published nine 
articles on the relevant topic, whereas “Resources Conservation and Recycling” and “Sustainability” have each published eight. The 
journal with the most promising high citation per article ratio is “Waste Management,” with a score of 69.86667. According to the 
H-Index, the top journal is the “Journal of Cleaner Management.

The search query produces 114 different journals with 216 articles. Almost 21% of total articles were published by three journals 
viz., Journal of Cleaner Production, Waste Management and Waste Management and Research. Approximately 55% of articles were 
published in 24 journals as a whole. 89 different journals have published just one article each. It can be concluded that very few 
journals have published articles related to undergoing surveys, which shows either the scope of the journal does not fully include 
the surveyed domain or researchers are not very active in this field. In addition to the journals, as mentioned above, there are 
conferences where a few articles on waste management have been published. Materials Today Proceedings, has 2 articles published 
in it with H-index 56, whereas ACM International Conference Proceeding Series, with H-index 128, has published only one article. 
AIP conference proceeding, E3s Web Of Conferences, International Multidisciplinary Scientific Geo-conference Surveying Geology 
And Mining Ecology Management SGEM, and IOP Conference Series Earth And Environmental Science are the other avenues having 
published one article each with H-index 75, 28, 24 and 34, respectively.

4.2.2. Country analysis

Articles on waste management using MCDM techniques come from 56 different territories/nations. The top ten countries/terri-
tories, along with total citations, are shown in Table 4. Four (04) of the top 10 countries are Asian. It could be because, as Asian 
countries are aiming at industrial and economic growth, efficient waste management has become essential. Therefore, these countries 
could be developing strategies for their specific situations. The distribution of the contributing territories has also been shown in Fig. 
3. India, with 41 publications, has the most articles overall, as seen above. Next, with 35 publications, are Iran and Turkey. Then, 
with a total of 30 publications, China came in third.

India tops the list with 41 publications, but China has taken the top spot according to maximum citations. With 1019 citations 
from 30 articles, the highest value of average citations per article is 37.26 for USA, followed by China with a value of 33.96. UK 
7

(32.88) is in the third place, followed by Malaysia (30.37) and Australia (30.18) respectively.
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Fig. 3. Publications distribution among countries Analysis of publication frequency via number of articles and contributing countries.

Table 4

Top 10 countries, sorted in order of their articles count.

Country Article 
Count (AC)

Total Citation 
(TC)

ACPA

India 41 796 19.41
Iran 35 565 16.14
Turkey 35 959 27.4
China 30 1019 33.96
United States 15 559 37.26
Australia 11 332 30.18
Serbia 9 102 11.33
United Kingdom 9 296 32.88
Italy 8 188 23.5
Malaysia 8 243 30.37

4.2.3. Institution analysis

A total of 160 institutes produced research on waste management using MCDM approaches. Out of them, 55.7% of institutes 
(88/158) contributed only one (01) article each, and 26.6% (42/158) generated two (02) articles each. Table 5 displays an exami-
nation of publications by affiliation of the top 10 institutes. Galatasaray Üniversitesi, Turkey, and Islamic Azad University, Iran have 
the maximum number of publications (total 9). University of Tehran, Iran came second with seven (07) publications. With a total 
of six articles, Yildiz Technical University, Turkey is in third position, followed by Tongji University, China with five (05) articles. 
The institutions with the highest productivity are looked at in this section. Tongji University of China, which had the most citations 
with five documents, was placed in first place, according to the indicator of total citations. With 290 citations Shanghai University, 
China comes in second followed by Turkey’s Yildiz Technical University (276 citations). Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Iran has 
the least number of citations in this list (72 citations). It is noteworthy that while processing the data, the authors found 3 affiliations 
associated with Islamic Azad University. Seven (07) affiliations were Islamic Azad University, four (04) were Islamic Azad University, 
North Tehran Branch, and five (05) were Islamic Azad University, Science and Research Branch; making a total of 16 affiliations. 
However, after manual screening, we found that these 16 affiliations were mentioned in 9 unique publications i.e. some publications 
had more than one affiliation of Islamic Azad University. Therefore, we have considered nine (9) publications related to Islamic Azad 
University.

It is important to note that out of five, three institutes are from Turkey, making Turkey a key center of this research domain. It 
is also evident from Table 4 and Table 5. However, Chinese institutes seemed to produce more productive research as the number 
of citations is more (refer Table 4 and Table 5. Though India tops the list of maximum number of articles produced (4), none of 
its institutes makes it into Table 5, suggesting that the waste management research using MCDM techniques is distributed through 
various Indian Institutes. From an average citation per article perspective, Tongji University, China has a maximum value of 109.6 
(548/5).

It would be useful to categorize all institutes which have applied MCDM techniques in waste management research into academic 
(such as universities), private firms (such as industry), or governmental bodies (policymakers). Such a distinction could be used to 
determine whether the research is firmly rooted in the academic community only or includes stakeholders and policymakers also. 
8

However, since related data is not available in the database and must be checked manually, this division will take a lot of time.
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Table 5

Top 10 institutes, sorted in order of their articles count.

Affiliation # of published 
articles

Citations

Galatasaray Üniversitesi, Turkey 9 232
Islamic Azad University, Iran 9 256
University of Tehran, Iran 7 230
Yildiz Technical University, Turkey 6 276
Tongji University, China 5 548
Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Iran 4 72
Bahçeşehir Üniversitesi, Turkey 4 128
Shanghai University, China 4 290
Shanghai Maritime University, China 4 115
University of Belgrade, Serbia 4 71

Table 6

Top 10 authors, sorted in order of their articles count.

Rank Author # of published 
articles

H Index Total 
Citations (TC)

ACPA Country

1 Chauhan, A. 5 11 216 43.2 India
2 Dursun, M. 5 10 157 31.4 Turkey
3 Karadayi, M.A. 5 7 157 31.4 Turkey
4 Liu, H.C. 5 45 389 77.8 China
5 You, J.X. 4 29 276 69 China
6 Ali, Y. 3 25 15 5 Pakistan
7 Asefi, H. 3 10 92 30.66 Australia
8 Ertugrul, K.E. 3 29 06 2 Turkey
9 Joshi, S. 3 23 209 66.33 India
10 Jozi, S.A. 3 14 30 10 Iran

4.2.4. Author analysis

Table 6 presents the list of the top ten authors along with number of publications in the domain of waste management using 
MCDM methods, total citations (TC), and H-index. Chauhan, A., Dursun, M., Karadayi, M.A. and Liu, H.C. have published five 
articles and You, J.X. has published four. It is also noteworthy that Dursun & Karadayi and Liu & You are co-authors in their papers. 
Out of them, Liu is the most prominent scholar in the field with 389 citations and 45 H-index values, followed by You with 276 
citations and 29 H-index. Of all the authors, Liu, H.C., has received the most citations. Dursun & Karadayi has the least number of 
citations.

4.3. Co-citation analysis and bibliographic coupling

Citation and co-citation analysis in the bibliometric study are methods for measuring the impact and interrelationships between 
publications. Citation analysis involves tracking the number and quality of citations a publication receives from other academic 
works. This provides a measure of the impact and influence of a particular publication or researcher. In contrary to this, co-citation 
analysis involves examining the co-occurrence of citations between two or more publications. This can be used to identify related 
research areas, emerging fields, and the relationships between researchers and institutions. Together, citation and co-citation analysis 
provide valuable insights into the academic landscape, including the spread of ideas and the relationships between researchers, 
institutions, and disciplines. Furthermore, Co-citation analysis also helps in determining the most important articles in a study 
subject, as shown in Fig. 5, co-citations of the scientific documents. A co-citation network is formed when two publications appear 
together in the reference list of another publication. The co-citation analysis excludes current or specialized articles from its subject 
clusters and only considers sources that have been highly cited. The benefit of using co-citation analysis is that, in addition to finding 
the most influential publications, one can also discover thematic clusters. Here, the thematic clusters are derived based on the cited 
publications. However, co-citation analysis concentrates only on highly-cited publications and leaves publications that are recent 
or niche out of their thematic clusters. In that sense, co-citation analysis is suitable for researchers working in the area of waste 
management using MCDM to enable them to learn influencing work and knowledge foundations.

Fig. 4 shows citations of reported work in the domain. Each work is referred by author name and year. We have taken the 
five minimum required citations, i.e., the articles must have received at least 5 citations. 123 of the total keywords are within 
the acceptable range. It is observed that less than twenty papers have more than 100 citations. The most cited work is of Reza B. 
(2011), which has been cited 132 times. The second most cited work is Aghajani Mir M. (2016). Both are empirical papers applying 
MCDM-based waste management. Reza B. in 2011 utilized the analytical hierarchy process (AHP), an MCDM technique, to create 
a sustainability index (SI) by aggregating the impacts of proposed (sub)criteria through a five-level hierarchical structure. Waste 
management was included as one of the main criteria. In contrast, Aghajani Mir M. in 2016 proposed improved versions of the 
9

Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) and Viekriterijumsko Kompromisno Rangiranje (VIKOR) 
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Fig. 4. Document-wise Citation analysis.

Fig. 5. Represents co-citation analysis of cited authors, and most co-cited authors, and their collaboration network, i.e., mutually cited documents.

in a multi-criteria decision analysis to develop an optimized model for municipal solid waste management. In addition, the articles 
with more than 100 citations include Tuzkaya G. (2008), Kamble S.S. (2019), Dong J. (2014), Pires A. (2011), Khalili N.R. (2013), 
Liu H.-C. (2013), Chauhan A. (2016), Coban A. (2018), Vučijak B. (2016), Rousis K. (2008), Vego G. (2008), Yap H.Y. (2015), Nixon 
J.D. (2013). These studies also suggested other MCDM techniques such as MULTIMOORA, TOPSIS, ELECTRE III, SEMS, Preference 
Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluations (PROMETHEE) I, and PROMETHEE II. Some of these studies employed a 
hybrid method of interpretive structural modeling, such as a fuzzy analytic hierarchy process and fuzzy technique for order preference 
and similarity to the ideal solution. Whereas Nixon’s work has just received 100 citations only. Arıkan E. (2017), Karmperis A.C. 
(2013), and Liu H.-C. (2014) have been cited more than 90 times but less than 100. It is worth mentioning that all 14 articles with 
10

more than 100 citations have a publication duration of more than 5 years. There are 18 articles with citation ranges of 30-40, and 
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Fig. 6. Analysis of bibliographic-coupling for authors.

10 have citations between 20-30. There are 23 articles with a citation range of 10-20. In addition to this, there are 23 articles with 
less than 10 citations.

When we see the co-citation network of authors it is observed that 310 authors are co-cited at least 10 times and 82 of them 
are co-cited at least 20 times. It can be envisaged that their studies are very similar and coherent in terms of MCDM applications. 
Kahraman, C. and Karagiannidis, A. are the most co-cited authors with 80 different authors each. Kahraman, C. and Pamucar, D. are 
the two frequently co-cited authors cited 174 times together followed by Mishra, A.R. and Mardani, A. co-cited 161 times together. 
Mardani, A. and Rani, P. are also co-cited together 128 times making them the third most frequently co-cited authors.

Unlike co-citation, bibliographic coupling indicates documents citing the same articles. This can help in identifying related 
research fields and tracing the development of a research area over time. It helps us identify groups of highly-coupled publications 
and to measure the similarity of the work conducted in a particular field. For example, as shown in Fig. 6, the bibliographic 
coupling of authors can be analyzed. Nixon, J.D. leads the count with 65 bibliographic coupled documents i.e., there are 65 different 
documents that have very similar citations in their text as that of Nixon, J.D. The second most bibliographic coupled author is Liu, 
H.C. having 64 documents with similar citations. Fan, X.J., Chen, Y.Z. and You, J.X. are next in line with 63 different bibliographic 
coupled documents each. This implies the research theme of both authors has many similarities including similar references in their 
articles.

4.4. Scientific collaborations

Co-authorship analysis looks at how researchers connect with one another and analyzes the patterns of collaboration between 
authors. It provides insights into the collaboration networks among researchers and institutions, as well as the productivity and 
impact of these collaborations. It identifies the most productive collaborations, the most productive institutions, and the distribution 
of collaboration within and across disciplines. This information can be used to support the development of research strategies and to 
evaluate the impact of funding and policy decisions.

4.4.1. Author analysis

To analyze authors’ scientific collaboration, we have created an author co-occurrence diagram. Out of 677 authors, only 79 
authors qualified the criteria of a minimum of two (2) published documents. To assess in-depth the strong collaboration, number 
of articles is desired to be more, however, for a better representation of the diagram to illustrate the collaboration network more 
conveniently, we have considered all the authors above minimum criteria. Seventy-nine (79) prolific authors and 36 clusters were 
classified by VOSViewer.

The various clusters show the level of author collaboration, or how closely they are working together. (Fig. 7). The total link 
strength of this network is found to be 144. The total link strength indicates the total connection of an author with other authors in 
the network. Dursun, M and Karadayi, M.A. are the closest partners with highest link strength of 5 followed by You, J.X. and Liu, 
H.C., the second most collaborative partners with a link strength of 4. Ertugrul K.E. with Dursun, M and Karadayi, M.A and Lim, 
S with Asifi, H. ranked third with a link strength of 3 each. In terms of collaborating networks, red cluster represents the largest 
collaborating networks involving 6 authors, among which Liu H.C. and You, J.X. are the most collaborative ones, collaborating with 
5 distinct authors, followed by the green cluster, having Gregoire, P, Abirak, N.E., Dubois, V, Junqua, G. and Damidot, D, with 4 
different collaborating authors each. Beside these very few collaborating authors are linked with each other. Furthermore, there are 
13 authors who have published two papers but have no collaborations. For example, H Yousefi has published articles as a single 
author [57].

4.4.2. Institute analysis

We have depicted the current collaboration in Fig. 8 in order to analyze the scientific collaboration between various institutions 
and centers. Out of 479 institutes, 13 institutions with a total link strength of 25 comprise the greatest collaborating network. 
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These institutions are arranged in 3 clusters. The Ferdowsi University of Mashhad’s Department of Civil Engineering has the most 
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Fig. 7. Author collaboration network with authors having a single publication is included.

Fig. 8. Collaboration network of institutions. Department of civil engineering, Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Mashhad, Iran is the most collaborative, with 10 
different collaborators.

institutional collaborations, with 10 different collaborators; it is followed by RMIT University’s School of Business IT and Logistics, 
with 5 partner organizations. Sajad University of Technology (Mashhad), University of West London (UK), Tecnológico de Monterrey 
(Mexico), and École de technologie supérieure (Canada), each with four collaborations, make up the third largest collaborating 
network. With only two partnerships each, Central Queensland University in Australia and Renmin University in China are the least 
active collaborators. The remaining five institutions each have three collaborations. It is evident from the scenario that there is very 
little collaboration taking place when it comes to the work related to MCDM techniques-based waste management. Initiatives to forge 
closer ties could aid this area in developing further in the future because of the relatively low level of collaboration among these 
institutes. Increased global collaboration would improve information sharing and advance research in this field. More collaboration 
would not only improve their chances of coming to insightful conclusions about the topic, but would also help the field move forward 
in the future.

4.4.3. Country analysis

To analyze the scientific collaboration among different countries, we have shown the existing collaboration via Fig. 9. Out of 56 
countries, only 36 qualified the criteria of a minimum of two (2) published documents. Thirty (30) countries organized in 6 clusters 
12

having a total link strength of 102, were classified by VOSViewer.
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Fig. 9. Analysis of co-authorship amongst countries.

As far as most active collaborators are concerned, China beats all, as they have collaborated with 15 different collaborators 
(countries), maximum for any country reported. China is followed by India and UK with 13 collaborating countries each. Next in line 
are Iran and Turkey, both having 10 collaborations. The most frequent collaborating partners are China and Australia with a link 
strength of 5 followed by China and India with a link strength of 4. Afterward, China with Turkey and Denmark, and India with UK 
are the next most collaborating countries with a link strength of 3 each.

4.5. Emerging keywords/research topics currently in consideration and future prospective

In this section, the keywords are analyzed which have been used in the concerned area of waste management and MCDM. 
Keyword co-occurrence analysis helps examine the relationships between keywords or terms within publications. The analysis is 
based on counting the frequency of co-occurrence of keywords in a publication’s title, abstract, and keyword list. The more frequently 
two keywords occur together, the more closely related they will be in a research topic. As a result, it has become common practice 
to map the knowledge structure of a research topic using keyword co-occurrence to show that researchers’ interests go beyond the 
subject at hand.

We have considered authors’ keywords, index keywords and total keywords. The authors provide authors’ keywords in the article, 
usually at the end of an abstract, index keywords are classified by Scopus [55,56], and total keywords are a combination of these two 
categories as well as other keywords that may have been retrieved from various databases. To assess further the frequently occurring 
keywords, co-occurring keywords and total keywords as classified by the Scopus database, a different illustrative diagram which is 
created using VOSviewer has been presented.

The minimum number of times a term appears in this graph is 5. 164 of the 1917 keywords satisfy the criteria. There are 164 
keywords in all that have been chosen. The term “decision-making” appears 160 times in this analysis. On the second and third, with 
135 and 72 occurrences, waste management and multi-criteria decision-making, respectively. It is worth observing that the term 
“sustainability” appears 30 times on its own, and its related term “sustainable development” is found 37 times. In addition, when 
similar keywords such as “sustainable waste management,” “sustainability assessment,” “sustainability criteria,” “environmental sus-
tainability,” “sustainable construction,” and “sustainable development goal” are taken into account, the count surpasses 72 instances. 
Alongside the appearance of “circular economy” and “environmental protection,” these keywords demonstrate a clear emphasis on 
sustainable practices.

The primary keyword is MCDM since it is linked to the bigger node. The second and third important keywords are waste 
management and TOPSIS. The top 5 keywords are decision making, waste management, MCDM, multicriteria analysis, and waste 
disposal, all of which are critical components of effective waste management systems. The use of Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) (14 occurrences) and decision support systems (DSS) (20 occurrences) is also evident, which highlights the role of technology 
in waste management. Additionally, there is an emphasis on waste treatment methods such as “anaerobic digestion”, “composting”, 
and “incineration”. Overall, the keywords reflect a multidisciplinary approach to waste management that considers economic, social, 
and environmental factors.

It is envisaged that MCDM techniques are widely used in waste management research. These techniques help in solving complex 
decision-making problems by evaluating alternatives based on multiple criteria, and they help in identifying the best alternative 
by considering the trade-offs among different criteria. Some of the most common MCDM techniques mentioned in the list include 
“Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)”, “Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT)”, “Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal 
Solution (TOPSIS)”, “VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR)” and “Analytic Network Process (ANP)”.

From the above three diagrams, i.e., Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, it can also be inferred that the keywords used by authors have 
less link strength and connectivity, and total number of keywords that satisfy the criteria are relatively less too. It implies that authors 
have not stated many frequent terms as their main keywords which have been classified by Scopus or other databases. Additionally, 
these terms can be explored and an investigation into how the occurrence of those words and their exploration in the concerned area 
13

impacts the growth of the research would be interesting.
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Fig. 10. Analysis of co-occurrence of total keywords.

The primary search query terms that we used in the exploration of the manuscript to be considered in this review include waste 
management and MCDM; therefore, identifying other unexplored keywords that have been exploited in recent days shall give in-
depth insights and would be instrumental to unearth the future research tone. To strengthen the keywords used and possible areas 
where works are being carried out, a word cloud is shown in Fig. 13 It is observed that similar to the keyword occurrence analysis, 
decision-making methods like TOPSIS, ANP and AHP are found to be evident from the word cloud. In addition to the methods, the 
research area in which works are carried out is also visible, for instance, municipal solid can be seen in big bold in the diagram, 
suggesting its involvement in the recent works in the domain. Similarly, solid waste can be seen in bold, indicating its greater 
importance in the concerned research.

These keywords belong to different disciplines viz. environmental science, sustainability, engineering, management, medicine, 
and related field, etc. A bar graph in Fig. 14 displays the subject-wise examination of publications on MCDM and waste management. 
There have been a maximum of 136 publications on the subject of “environmental science.” Engineering has 67 publications, which 
is the second-most in number. Energy comes in third with a total of 36 articles, followed by “Business, Management and Account-
ing” and “Computer Science”. The least involved areas are “health profession” and “multidisciplinary,” with only 2 articles in these 
categories. This implies that waste management can play a significant role in environmental science growth, and from an ecological 
perspective, waste management is being investigated well. Moreover, engineering and energy are other areas where research oppor-
tunities can be explored. The wide distribution of topics among various subject areas could be due to the integrative approach of 
machine learning in waste management which in turn falls into other subject categories like environmental science, sustainability 
etc. Furthermore, as the number of articles in the health profession for the concerned area is least reported, it would be challenging 
for the professionals in the field to explore how waste management can contribute to these sections of society.

However, all the above figures support in identifying the co-occurring keywords and frequently used keywords to explore the 
future prospect of the research in the concerned field; a timeline of the occurring keywords is important. It enables the current 
research trends and helps identify the prime area in which research can be led. To his end, we have shown an overlay diagram in 
Fig. 15. The evolution of keywords co-occurrence over a time span has been presented. Blue color shows keywords occurrence prior 
to 2014; however, topics in green color primarily evolved during 2017-2018 and had an impact in this period. The most recent 
occurring keywords are in yellow. For instance, terms like “MCDM” or “multi-criteria or decision making” have been extensively 
used throughout the literature; however, “circular economy”, “pyrolysis”, “internet of things”, and “waste disposal facilities” are the 
keywords that recently have been explored and attracted the researchers. This can be inferred that these areas can be potentially 
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explored in the near future. For example, the circular economy deals with waste management and climate change-related issues.
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Fig. 11. Analysis of co-occurrence of index keywords.

5. Conclusion

The research trends in the domain of waste management using MCDM techniques are evaluated in the present work for the period 
1992-2022. Over the last decade, there has been a lot of research on this field of study, and the number of publications is growing 
exponentially. Our work presents an analysis of 216 works from 160 authors across 158 institutes in 56 countries. The analysis 
revealed useful information such as:

• Chauhan, A., Dursun, M., Karadayi, M.A. and Liu, H.C. published the highest number of works. Out of them, Liu, H.C. is the 
most productive in terms of citations.

• The primary journals that publish research on waste management using MCDM techniques are “Journal of cleaner production” 
and “Waste Management”.

• The countries that dominate the production of articles are India, Iran, Turkey, and China. Asian continent produces the majority 
of publications.

• Majority of the leading institutes are hailed from Turkey and Iran. Galatasaray Üniversitesi, Turkey, and Islamic Azad University, 
Iran top this list.

• Chinese institutes and researchers produce the most productive research in terms of number of citations and number of citations 
per article.

• AHP and Fuzzy-AHP, followed by TOPSIS, turned out to be the most commonly used MCDM approaches.

To conclude, it is important to mention some of the limitations of the current study. The search was restricted to Scopus-listed 
papers. Despite being one of the biggest databases in the world, Scopus obviously does not include all publications in this field of 
study. There were other worldwide databases that could have been utilized, such as Web of Science or PubMed. However, the most 
commonly used resource for analyzing scientific articles is Scopus. Moreover, quantitative techniques are used in the bibliometric 
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analysis. Therefore, it is impossible to interpret the quality or content of articles. The fact that analysis can only be done for 
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Fig. 12. Analysis of co-occurrence of author’s keywords.

Fig. 13. The emerging area identification via exploring subject-wise publication.

the available classifications included in Scopus was another constraint. As a result, some crucial aspects are left out, such as the 
distinction between empirical and theoretical works. In light of outlined limitations, a more thorough content analysis can be carried 
out for future studies.

In addition to this, the present study also reveals that MCDM approaches to circular economy could be a potential research topic 
that researchers shall work on, as it is posited in section 4.5. Since the overall goal of the circular economy is to utilize the resources 
efficiently and comprehensively. To achieve this goal, funding agencies and policymakers shall invest heavily in the development 
and implementation of new Industry 4.0 approaches to boost waste management. Moreover, circular supply chains and sustainability 
16

could be other promising and pertinent areas that might get more attention in the near future.
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Fig. 14. Distribution of subjects on the basis of research area related to concerned topic.

Fig. 15. Evolution of keywords co-occurrence over a time-span, Blue color showing keywords occurrence prior to 2014, however, topics in green color are primarily 
evolved and had an impact after 2017-2018, and more recently occurred keywords are in yellow.
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